Gerburg Garmann
Alto Rhapsody
No longer counting the bars’ turns, the song leaps
in stitches in, over, and around the tongue’s willingness.
The voice chord’s deeper vibrata quiver from seahorse to
stallion and back teaching the ravens a lesson in alto.
Not hard to understand that. Shredding skins isn’t the order
of the day but planting sunflowers with mouths wide open
and anticipating the kernels that soon will fall. You’ve returned
the goods, blessed be thy name. The hollow of your mouth helped
produce the notes of silky-rose petals, of white running
stems turning dark, of indefatigable geese, storks, and cranes.
They meet in spring feeding on each other’s merits and gliding on
the tips of their tongues in rhapsodies of galloping praise.
Illimitable sound dressings.
It’s beautiful to meet in spring.
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